A system and user friendly display interface supports creation and modification of a flexible and comprehensive organization structure model able to support provision of clinical care, patient tracking, billing and administration. A method provides a user interface for maintaining organization related information in support of organization operation. The method involves receiving search criteria for use in identifying organization characteristic information. The search criteria is employed in searching a profile comprising information identifying an encompassing organization structure including information identifying multiple constituent organizations and associated organization type and user determinable organization role. Search result information is processed in providing organization characteristic information suitable for presentation to a user via a displayed image in response to user command. A user interface menu supports modification of information representing the encompassing organization structure by adding, removing or moving an organization in the encompassing organization structure and updating a database to incorporate the modifications.
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233

ESTABLISH A FIRST PROFILE COMPRISING INFORMATION IDENTIFYING AN ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE INCLUDING INFORMATION IDENTIFYING A PLURALITY OF CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATIONS.

INCORPORATE IN THE FIRST PROFILE ATTRIBUTES FOR CONSTITUENT INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDING, A CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION TYPE IDENTIFIER, A CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION LEGAL NAME, AN ALIAS NAME, CONTACT INFORMATION, SUPPORTING CONTACTING OF A CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION AND A USER DETERMINABLE ROLE IDENTIFIER INDICATING A ROLE OF A CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION IN THE ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

EMPLOY THE FIRST PROFILE IN PROVIDING A USER WITH INFORMATION CONCERNING A CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION IN RESPONSE TO USER COMMAND

DATE STAMP AND STORE THE FIRST PROFILE

SELECT THE CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION FROM A PLURALITY OF CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATIONS VIA A DISPLAYED USER INTERFACE IMAGE TO PROVIDE A USER WITH INFORMATION CONCERNING THE SELECTED CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION

INITIATE A SEARCH OF THE SELECTED PROFILE USING USER SELECTED SEARCH CRITERIA TO PROVIDE A USER WITH THE INFORMATION CONCERNING A PARTICULAR CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION

ESTABLISH A SECOND PROFILE, INCORPORATING INFORMATION FROM THE FIRST PROFILE, COMPRISING INFORMATION IDENTIFYING A SECOND ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE DERIVED BY MODIFYING THE INFORMATION FROM THE FIRST PROFILE

ASSOCIATE THE SECOND PROFILE WITH A PRELIMINARY OR ACTIVE STATUS

EMPLOY THE FIRST PROFILE IN GENERATING BILLING INFORMATION AND A REPORT INCLUDING ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTICS.

END

FIG. 2
SELECT A FIRST ORGANIZATION PROFILE FROM A PLURALITY OF PROFILES WITH ASSOCIATED RESPECTIVE DIFFERENT DATES OF VALIDITY IN RESPONSE TO USER COMMAND VIA A DISPLAYED PROMPT ELEMENT

INITIATE GENERATION OF AT LEAST ONE DISPLAYED IMAGES INCLUDING,
1) A WINDOW PRESENTING IMAGE ELEMENTS REPRESENTING AN ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE COMPRISING THE FIRST ORGANIZATION PROFILE ASSOCIATED WITH A DATE THE FIRST PROFILE IS VALID INCLUDING A PLURALITY OF CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATIONS AND PROMPTING A USER TO SELECT A PARTICULAR AVAILABLE LOCATION IN A CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION FOR A PARTICULAR PATIENT
2) AT LEAST ONE MENU SUPPORTING MODIFICATION OF INFORMATION REPRESENTING THE ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE BY AT LEAST ONE OF, (a) ADDING AN ORGANIZATION, (b) REMOVING AN ORGANIZATION AND (c) MOVING AN ORGANIZATION FROM A FIRST POSITION TO A SECOND POSITION IN THE ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE, AND
3) AN IMAGE WINDOW SUPPORTING USER EDITING OF CHARACTERISTICS OF A CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION IN THE ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE IN RESPONSE TO USER SELECTION OF AT LEAST ONE IMAGE ELEMENT IN A DISPLAYED IMAGE WINDOW.
4) AN IMAGE SUPPORTING A USER IN ESTABLISHING A SECOND PROFILE BY INCORPORATING DATA FROM THE FIRST PROFILE, THE SECOND PROFILE COMPRISING INFORMATION IDENTIFYING A SECOND ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE DERIVED BY MODIFYING THE INFORMATION FROM THE FIRST PROFILE

UPDATE A DATABASE TO INCORPORATE MODIFICATIONS OF THE INFORMATION REPRESENTING THE ENCOMPASSING ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE MADE VIA THE AT LEAST ONE DISPLAYED IMAGE IN RESPONSE TO USER COMMAND.

RECEIVE SEARCH CRITERIA FOR USE IN IDENTIFYING ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTIC INFORMATION

EMPLOY THE SEARCH CRITERIA IN SEARCHING THE FIRST ORGANIZATION PROFILE

PROCESS SEARCH RESULT INFORMATION TO PROVIDE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTIC INFORMATION SUITABLE FOR PRESENTATION TO A USER VIA A DISPLAYED IMAGE IN RESPONSE TO USER COMMAND

FIG. 3
FIG. 5

- **HPO MASTER FILE**
  - **HPO XXX VIEW**
  - **HPO LIST** (FLAT OR TREE)
  - **HPO BASICS**
    - ADD HPs
    - EDIT HPO DETAILS
    - DELETE A PRELIM. HPO
  - **HPO ROLES**
    - SELECT ROLES
    - MODIFY ROLE ATTRIBUTES
  - **HPO CONTACTS**
    - ADD CONTACTS
    - EDIT CONTACT DETAILS
    - DELETE CONTACTS
  - **HPO MEMBERS**
    - CAN:
      - ADD HPs
      - EDIT MEMBER DETAILS
      - REMOVE HPs
  - **HPO LOCATIONS**
    - CAN:
      - ADD LOCATIONS
      - EDIT ATTRIBUTES
      - REMOVE LOCATIONS

- **FIND HPS** (EXISTING ONES ONLY)

- **SELECT LOCATIONS** (EXISTING ONES ONLY)
For more information, select a topic:
- What is an Operational Hierarchy?
- About operational hierarchies
- Validating a hierarchy
- Managing a hierarchy

(Reserved for Animation) ;

---

**Operational Hierarchy Basics**

- **Start date:** 01/01/2001
- **Status:** Preliminary

You should be familiar with operational hierarchies, including the rules and procedures for building them, before starting or modifying this hierarchy.

Show tree but don't load HPO details until user selects a node.

Shows only if Hierarchy status is Preliminary.
Select the organization that WilmsAmbu will belong to.

Moving a health provider organization.

1. User selects 'Manage List'.
2. User selects 'Move' option.
3. User selects a new position for the HPO.
4. User returns to web page which is refreshed to show the HPO in its new position.
USER INTERFACE SYSTEM FOR MAINTAINING ORGANIZATION RELATED INFORMATION FOR USE IN SUPPORTING ORGANIZATION OPERATION

This is a Divisional application of non-provisional application Ser. No. 10/167,750 filed Jun. 11, 2002 claiming priority to provisional application Ser. No. 60/337,840 filed Oct. 22, 2001 of which the non-provisional application was filed together with commonly owned non-provisional related application Ser. No. 10/167,288 filed Jun. 11, 2002.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention concerns a system and user interface for processing organization related information for use in supporting healthcare or other organization operation, for example.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Modern healthcare requires the provision of services to patients by many health-care workers at a multiplicity of locations and involves a corresponding multiplicity of organizations (e.g., companies, payers, institutions, physician practices, clinics, hospitals, pharmacies etc.). Healthcare operations are structured into specialized departments such as nursing, laboratory, radiology, pharmacy, surgery, emergency, administrative and other departments which are variously located at one or more sites and may be associated with different organizations. The management of organization information involves accumulating, processing and maintaining large quantities of information. This information is employed in determining organizational relationships, affiliations and characteristics used in creating a representative organizational model supporting provision of clinical care, patient tracking, billing and administration and other purposes. Consequently, there is a need for a computerized system capable of defining and maintaining organization information for a health care enterprise and for supporting healthcare system operation by defining, processing and filtering organization information for presentation to users and other system software applications.

AVAILABLE ORGANIZATION INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS HAVE LIMITED CAPABILITIES AND NUMEROUS DEFICIENCIES. SPECIFICALLY, AVAILABLE SYSTEMS ARE TYPICALLY RESTRICTED IN ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE MODELS THAT ARE SUPPORTED. AVAILABLE SYSTEMS ALSO HAVE A LIMITED CAPABILITY TO IDENTIFY AND DEFINE AND MODEL SPECIFIC ORGANIZATION CHARACTERISTICS AND STRUCTURES. ONE KNOWN SYSTEM PROVIDES A FIXED HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE OF SEVEN LEVELS INCLUDING: A HEALTHCARE ENTERPRISE, A BILLING ORGANIZATION, A BILLING OFFICE, CLINIC DEPARTMENTS, A SPECIALTY, A RESERVATION LEVEL AND PROVIDERS. THESE LEVELS ARE CONSTRAINED TO BE IDENTIFIED WHEN THE ASSOCIATED MODEL STRUCTURE IS CREATED. FURTHER, THE DEFINED HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION MODEL IS LIMITED IN ITS ABILITY TO SUPPORT BILLING ADMINISTRATION FOR ENTITIES AT THE DIFFERENT LEVELS (E.G. FOR DIFFERENT ORGANIZATION HEALTHCARE REIMBURSEMENT PLAN GROUPS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF THE STRUCTURE).

OTHER LIMITATIONS OF THE KNOWN SYSTEM INCLUDE AN INABILITY TO ACCOMMODATE TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS. THESE INCLUDE, FOR EXAMPLE, RELATIONSHIPS AMONG ORGANIZATIONS EXTERNAL TO A BILLING FUNCTION AND OTHER LOOSE AFFILIATIONS WITHIN A HEALTH SYSTEM (ENCOMPASSING A SERVICE PROVIDER NOT AFFILIATED WITH THE HEALTH SYSTEM, BUT REQUIRED FOR USE BY THE PATIENT’S PAYER, FOR EXAMPLE). FURTHER, LIMITATIONS INCLUDE LACK OF SEARCH AND REPORTING CAPABILITY AND INABILITY TO PORTRAY AN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE IN A USER SELECTABLE HIERARCHICAL, FLAT OR OTHER FORMAT. OTHER AVAILABLE ORGANIZATION INFORMATION SYSTEM DEFICIENCIES INCLUDE AN INFLEXIBLE INTERFACE FOR UPDATING AND MAINTAINING AN ORGANIZATION PROFILE THAT TYPICALLY REQUIRES OFF-LINE SYSTEM REPROGRAMMING. IN CONSEQUENCE IT IS DESIRABLE TO PROVIDE AN ORGANIZATION INFORMATION SYSTEM THAT IS ROBUST, FLEXIBLE, COMPREHENSIVE AND USER-FRIENDLY. A SYSTEM ACCORDING TO INVENTION PRINCIPLES ADDRESSES THE IDENTIFIED DEFICIENCIES AND DERIVATIVE PROBLEMS.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A system and user friendly display interface supports creation and modification of a flexible and comprehensive organization structure model able to support provision of clinical care, patient tracking, billing and administration. A method provides a user interface for maintaining organization related information in support of organization operation. The method involves receiving search criteria for use in identifying organization characteristic information. The search criteria is employed in searching a profile comprising information identifying an encompassing organization structure including information identifying multiple constituent organizations and associated organization type and user determinable organization role. Search result information is processed in providing organization characteristic information suitable for presentation to a user via a displayed image in response to user command.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1 shows a healthcare enterprise employing an organization management information system, according to invention principles.

FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of a process employed by the organization management information system of FIG. 1 in presenting searching and processing organization information, according to invention principles.

FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of a process for creating, modifying and maintaining an organization profile within the organization management information system of FIG. 1, according to invention principles.

FIG. 4 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting the organization management information system, according to invention principles.

FIG. 5 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting maintenance of an organization structure model, according to invention principles.

FIG. 6 shows a user interface display image supporting maintenance of an organization structure model, according to invention principles.

FIG. 7 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting adding a new organization node to a particular organization structure model, according to invention principles.

FIG. 8 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting adding an already created organ-
nization node to a particular organization structure model, according to invention principles.

[0015] FIG. 9 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting moving an organization node within a particular organization structure model, according to invention principles.

[0016] FIG. 10 shows a user interface display image menu supporting a user search for an organization within a particular organization structure model, according to invention principles.

[0017] FIG. 11 shows a composite user interface display image including a first window supporting a user search for an organization within a particular organization structure model and a second window showing corresponding search results, according to invention principles.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION

[0018] FIG. 1 shows a healthcare enterprise employing an organization management information system. The organization management information system supports creation, management and modification of a profile comprising information identifying a hierarchical organization of constituent organizations associated with healthcare delivery. Although, the embodiments are described in the context of healthcare associated organizations, this is exemplary only. The principles of the invention are readily applicable to any form of hierarchically structured organization. Further, as used herein, an organization comprises a grouping of entities or an individual entity such as an institution, an enterprise, a company, a department, a government, an organization, a corporation, a clinic, an office, a business, or sub-units within them. The organization management information system enables maintenance of organization related information to support operational processes such as billing and accounts receivable, and to facilitate access to appropriate organizations and associated information. The system facilitates setup and simplifies user maintenance of an organizational hierarchy used to support organizational operational system functions and to streamline healthcare system workflow. Workflow as used herein comprises a sequence of tasks or operations that are scheduled for performance, or are being performed, by one or more entities including individuals, groups of individuals, or personnel assigned to perform particular functions or roles.

[0019] The organizations defined may comprise a Health Provider Organization (HPO) or organizations that directly or indirectly provide health related services within an Integrated Health System (IHS). An organization management information system profile is contained in a master file. Further, the profile information is collated for presentation in different structural presentations. The organization information may be selectively presented in a hierarchical or non-hierarchical type presentation. Specifically, a hierarchical structured information presentation is used to represent a billing structure of an IHS, to indicate a particular HPO that manages the billing and accounts receivable for multiple HPOs providing services. Also a non-hierarchical structured information presentation is used to indicate HPOs that are not part of an operational hierarchy, for example.

[0020] An organization management information system facilitates collation and presentation of organization information of a particular profile in a hierarchical or other arrangement that supports the financial operation and business processing of a health system. The profile incorporates organizational characteristics including roles, contact information, data indicating relationships with other organizations, and membership identification. The system supports search for organization information based on multiple criteria or conditions and facilitates profile maintenance to reflect organizational or situational changes. Specifically, the systems allows a search to be entered (e.g., using partial legal or alias organization name) to find multiple HPOs for modification of their characteristics, for example. The system further enables a profile or portion of a profile to be replicated and used as the basis for a new profile and allows an inactive preliminary profile to be created ready to be activated upon a change in organizational structure. A profile may also be time and date stamped and an obsolete profile may be stored to support tracking of organizational changes for billing and other purposes. An organization may be dynamically added to a profile during an operational activity such as during a patient registration and a profile may also encompass organizations that are not directly affiliated with a health system but provide an ancillary service, for example.

[0021] In the FIG. 1 healthcare enterprise, an organization management information system is embodied in application 15 executing on server 13 and accessed by remote PC and associated user interface 11. The location management information system bidirectionally communicates with Healthcare Information System (HIS) 12 employing patient record repository 14 in processing user actions 10 such as treatment related orders including medication preparation orders, for example. In addition, organization management application 15 and HIS 12 bidirectionally communicate with external systems 17-21 through an interface engine 19. Interface engine 19 may comprise a workflow processing application or other application supporting communication with external systems 17-21. External systems 17-21 comprise a laboratory 17, pharmacy 18 and financial application (such as for patient service tracking and billing) 21, for example, but may also encompass a broader range of systems including any system with which HIS 12 performs a transaction or data exchange. Further Healthcare Information System (HIS) 12 may comprise other types of information system such as a Clinical Information System or Critical Care Information System or another Information system. In other embodiments organization management application 15 may reside in other types of enterprise including non-healthcare information systems involving organization management for tracking people goods or services.

[0022] FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of a process employed by the organization management application 15 of FIG. 1 in creating, maintaining, searching, processing and presenting organization information in response to user command. In step 233 after the start at step 230 application 15 supports user creation and maintenance of a first profile comprising information identifying an encompassing organization structure and constituent organizations. The organization first profile may be freshly created or may be derived by editing an existing profile stored in a master file. Application 15 supports the following profile creation and editing functions for this purpose.
I. Define Organizations to the System

A) Define organizational characteristics

1. Identify organization types
   a) Health provider
   - System provides ability to define relationships with individual health professionals associated with an organization
   - System provides ability to define relationships with the locations where an organization provides services
   - System provides ability to define relationship with services provided by an organization
   b) Payer
   - System provides ability to define various health plan product offerings
   - System provides ability to define customized group offerings of health plan products
   - System provides ability to define rules for management of health care services (coverage and reimbursement) at a health plan or group plan level
   - System provides ability to create or remove links to health plans from a payer’s contact list
   - System provides ability to dynamically create or update organization information during patient processing such as during check in or other process
   c) Business office
   d) Administrative
   - System provides ability to define organizations that do not play a direct health providing role within a health enterprise but play an ancillary role in system processing (e.g. organizations that issue identifiers to people or other organizations, or employers)

2. Identify organization basic characteristics
   a) Legal Name
   b) Alias Names

3. Identify roles, relationships and status
   a) Roles for any organization type
      - Employer/sponsor
      - Identifier Issue
      - Guarantor
   b) Roles for a Health Provider organization type
      - Employer/sponsor
      - Identifier Issue
      - Guarantor

4. Identify contact information
   a) System provides ability to determine contact use
   b) System provides ability to define contact type. At least one of the following is defined for each contact: contact name, address, phone numbers and email address. The following template starter set contact types are provided:
      - Claim Submission
      - Claim Inquiry
      - Benefits Inquiry
      - Authorization
      - Contract Negotiation/Renegotiations
      - Contract Stop Loss Billing
      - Contract Stop Loss Follow Up
      - Employment—Worker’s Comp
      - Payments/Remittance
      - Billing/Account Inquiry
      - Billing Inquiry—Provider
      - Contract Negotiation
      - Guarantor Billing Information Inquiry
      - Guarantor Billing Submission
   c) Support for user defined qualifier such as “sick out of area”

II. Define Hierarchical Structure

A. Hierarchical maintenance functions to facilitate creation and maintenance of organization structure

   Edit tree details
   Validate tree
   Delete a preliminary tree
   Select an HPO node
   Edit node (HPO) details
   Remove node from tree
III. Search Organization Information

[0086] A. Use multi-select or single-select find dialog

[0087] 1. Use one or more of the following criteria to search for or filter any organization type:

[0088] a) Organization type
[0089] b) Organization role
[0090] c) Organization name(s)—legal or alias
[0091] d) Organization identifier(s)
[0092] e) Employer reporting significance
[0093] f) Employer reporting group
[0094] g) Contact city
[0095] h) Contact state
[0096] i) Identifier definition type

[0097] 2. Use one or more of the following criteria to search for or filter any Health Provider Organization:

[0098] a) HPO type
[0099] b) HPO status
[0100] c) Service provider list indicator
[0101] d) Service provider encounter location
[0102] e) Encounter location—current, past, future

[0103] In response to user command, application 15 uses its profile creation and editing functions in step 236 (FIG. 2) to incorporate in the profile attributes for constituent individual organizations including an organization type identifier, a user determinable role identifier indicating a role of a constituent organization in the encompassing organization structure, a legal name, an alias name and contact information. The organization type identifier identifies whether an organization is a health care provider organization, a health care payer organization, a health care administration organization or a business organization, for example. The role identifier identifies whether an organization acts as, an employer, an issuer of identifiers for identifying items associated with a person, a payment guarantor, a creditor, a service provider or as a host of a patient encounter with a healthcare enterprise. An encounter as used herein comprises any event involving patient and healthcare enterprise interaction (e.g., patient visit, phone call, inpatient stay, examination, consultation, tests etc.). The role identifier also identifies an organizational relationship such as a relationship between an individual involved in health care delivery and a health care service provider, a relationship between a creditor and a business organization or a relationship between a health care service provider and an organization including a location for hosting a patient encounter. The constituent organization contact information includes contact name, contact address, contact phone number or contact email address. The constituent organization contact information includes a template set of contact types prompting contact information to be incorporated for authorization, claim submission or inquiry, billing, benefits inquiry, contract information or guarantor information. Further, application 15 advantageously supports user selection of a role identifier of a constituent organization via a displayed user interface image without requiring reprogramming of executable code to implement a new role. The created profile is used by application 15 in step 238 (FIG. 2) to provide a user with information concerning a constituent organization.

[0104] In step 239 in response to user command, application 15 validates and date and time stamps the created first profile for storage in a database. For this purpose application 15 applies predetermined rules in validating the created (or modified) organization profile. The first profile is time and date stamped to indicate a first date the first profile is valid and a last date at which the profile is valid. The date and time stamping of an organization structure profile advantageously enables tracking of patient charges for constituent organizations and verification of billing information. In step 243, application 15 selects a constituent organization from multiple constituent organizations within the first profile in response to user selection via a displayed user interface image. Application 15 in step 247 searches the first profile using user selected search criteria to provide a user with information concerning the constituent organization selected in step 243. The search criteria may include one or more of, a portion or whole organization legal name, a portion or whole organization alias name, organization type, organization role, organization identifier, employer information, contact information or service provider information.

[0105] In step 249 in response to user command, application 15 establishes a second profile identifying a second encompassing organization structure incorporating information from the first profile created in step 233 and derived by user modification of the first profile. Application 15 associates the second profile with a user determinable preliminary status or active status indicator in step 250. The second profile is time, date stamped and stored in similar fashion to the first profile. In step 252 application 15 employs the second profile in finding information concerning a particular organization and in generating a report including organization characteristics and in generating billing information in response to user entered search criteria. The process of FIG. 2 terminates at step 253.

[0106] FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of a process for creating, modifying and maintaining an organization profile within the organization management information system of FIG. 1. In step 333 after the start at step 330, in response to user command application 15 selects a first organization profile from multiple organization profiles with associated dates of validity via a displayed user interface image. In step 336 application 15 initiates generation of one or more displayed images including a window presenting image elements representing an encompassing organization structure of the selected first profile including multiple constituent organizations. The window includes a display element prompting a user to select a particular available location for a particular patient in a constituent organization of the first organization profile. Application 15 also initiates generation of one or more displayed menus supporting modification of information representing the encompassing organization structure. Such modification includes, adding an organization, removing an organization and moving an organization from a first position to a second position in an encompassing organization structure. Application 15 also initiates generation of an image window supporting user editing of characteristics of
a constituent organization in response to user selection of at least one image element in the displayed image window. Application 15 also initiates generation of one or more displayed images supporting a user in establishing a second profile identifying a second encompassing organization structure by incorporating data from the first profile.

[0107] FIG. 4 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting editing of an organization profile in step 336 of FIG. 3. In response to user command, display image 200 of FIG. 4 is presented showing a list of master files containing data representing corresponding organization profiles. Display image 200 includes at least one prompt element supporting user selection of a profile from multiple profiles with associated respective different dates of validity. Display image 200 is used to initiate creation and maintenance of a hierarchical organization profile (via display images 206 and 208) or maintenance of organization characteristics (via display image 204). A user may select (via image 200) an organization profile master file in step 210 (FIG. 4) for viewing, editing, and validation of an organization hierarchical and associated tree details (e.g., for directly editing tree details) via display image 206. Similarly, a user may select (via image 200) an organization profile master file in step 210 (FIG. 4) for viewing, editing and validation of a particular node (organization representative item) and associated node characteristics within a hierarchical organization tree (e.g., for removing or adding a node) via display image 208. Display image 208 also supports finding an organization and associated node characteristics for viewing and editing in command step 211. In addition, image 200 supports finding a particular organization or multiple organizations associated with a particular profile (step 205) for viewing and editing of characteristics of individual organizations (e.g., for adding or deleting details of a particular organization such as services associated with the particular organization) via display image 204.

[0108] FIG. 6 shows a user interface display image for use in maintaining an organization profile of the type employed in display images 206 and 208 of FIG. 4, for example. The display image of FIG. 6 includes windows 400 and 405. Window 400 is used to indicate a currently selected hierarchical organization profile structure in a tree format representation. Window 405 is used for showing characteristics of items selected in window 400 and for initiating editing and validation operations on the selected organization profile or its selected items. Item 407 of window 405 indicates the currently selected organization profile is valid from start date Jan. 01, 2001, for example. Item 409 indicates the currently selected organization profile is of preliminary status and inactive.

[0109] The FIG. 6 image is displayed in response to user selection of an organization hierarchy maintenance item (e.g., within image 200 of FIG. 4). In the absence of an existing organization profile the FIG. 6 image display opens in an add mode presenting a blank node in window 400 with an edit cursor in start date field 407. A user accepts a default date (equal to current date plus one day) or enters a new date in item 407. A hierarchy status defaults to preliminary status and may not be changed until at least one node is entered. A user initiates creation of an organization profile by selecting icon 408. If the FIG. 6 image display opens in response to selection of an existing organization profile the structure of the profile is shown in window 400. For this to occur the organization items comprising the profile hierarchy need to be already defined. Application 15 validates a created preliminary profile to prevent creation of multiple preliminary profiles of the same type with the same date. Multiple concurrent profiles of the same type and date but of different status (e.g., one preliminary and one active) are permitted.

[0110] A preliminary or active profile may be copied and used as the basis for modification and creation of a new profile which is given an initial default preliminary status. An item is added to a preliminary profile by selecting an existing item in a hierarchy and indicating whether a new item is to be inserted above, below, or at the same level as the selected item. A blank item is inserted at the desired point and a prompt is generated prompting a user to find an item for insertion. If a desired item is found, it is inserted to replace the blank item. If a desired item is not found a user may elect to add a new item (e.g., an organization or other type) via an organization or hierarchy profile maintenance menu (e.g. via display images 204, 206 or 208 of FIG. 4). Further, a preliminary hierarchy is validated in response to user command or automatically upon activation when a user makes a preliminary hierarchy active.

[0111] Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 3, application 15 in step 336 and in response to user command also initiates generation of displayed images (such as images 204, 206 or 208 of FIG. 4). Such displayed images include menus supporting modification of information representing the first organization profile to derive a second profile representing a second organization structure encompassing multiple constituent organizations. The menus support adding an organization, removing an organization, moving an organization from a first position to a second position in the hierarchical organization of organizations, editing characteristics of organizations and validating an edited profile. In step 339, application 15 updates a database to incorporate data representing the second profile derived by modifying information representing the first profile.

[0112] Application 15, employs user entered search criteria received in step 341 in searching a database storing information representing the first profile in step 347 to determine organization characteristics. In step 349 application 15 processes search result data to provide organization characteristic information to a user via a displayed image. The process of FIG. 3 ends at step 357.

[0113] FIG. 5 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting maintenance of an organization structure model. In response to user command, application 15 initiates generation of a display image presenting a user selected organization profile master file 300. Display image 300 (and subsequent images in the FIG. 5 sequence) provides a currently selected hierarchical (tree or flat view) organization profile structure representation in one window and a second window supporting profile amendment. Specifically, a window in image 300 supports user addition or deletion of an organization in the current profile or editing of characteristics of an organization in the current profile. A user also determines organization type via image 300. Specifically, four different and mutually exclusive types of organization may be designated. A single organization may not be more than one of these types but an organization type may be changed. The four types of organization involved are detailed as follows.
1. Health Provider Organization (HPO)—these are the organizations that either directly provide health services to consumers or are the parent entities of organizations that directly provide services to consumers. An HPO has the following characteristics:

   Ability to define various health plan product offerings.

   Ability to define customized group offerings of the health plan products.

   Ability to define rules for the management of health care services (coverage and reimbursement) at the health plan or group plan level.

   Ability to create or remove links to health plans from contact information of a particular payer

   Dynamic establishment of payer information through Patient Management processes such as patient registration.

2. Payer Organization—these are organizations that pay for or underwrite coverage for health services through health plan product offerings. The health plans include specific sets of benefits that are available to the public either through direct subscription or as sponsored group plans offered by organizations such as employers or membership organizations. A payer may be a governmental agency, a non-profit organization, a commercial insurance company, a Managed Care Organization, or some other organization.

3. Business Office—these are organizations that perform or manage the billing and collection responsibilities of an HPO or a collection agency.

4. Administrative Organization—these are organizations that play a role within an encompassing organization, but are not direct participants in the delivery of health services (e.g. employer/sponsors, issuers of identifiers).

A user also determines organization characteristics via image 300 including demographic information, reporting names as well as associations an organization has with other entities, such as contacts or health plans. In particular, an organization may have a Legal name and an Alias name. A Legal name is a name that an organization uses for official communication. An Alias name is any other name that an organization is known by. Application 15 employs rules, as follows, in processing Legal and Alias name information.

Legal name processing rules:

Legal name is required to create an organization.

One legal name is permitted per organization.

An organization’s legal name may not be deleted

A history of legal names for an organization is usually not maintained.

Legal names may be used for searching organizations. Alias name processing rules:

Alias processing is typically used for searching organizations.

There may be multiple aliases for an organization.

A history of alias names is usually not maintained.

An incorrect alias may be deleted or replaced.

An alias may be added to an organization with no restrictions.

An alias can be used as a desired reporting name.

Image 305 is initiated in response to a user command via image 300 and includes a window supporting addition, deletion or editing of patient organization role information in the current profile. The organization types play various roles within a system. Some organization roles are common to multiple types of organizations, while others are specific to individual types of organizations. The following roles apply to organization types:

Employer/Sponsor—The Employer/Sponsor represents the organizations that people within a system are employed by. They are associated with incidents (e.g. a work related accident) or named as guarantors for patient encounters. Organizations in the role of employer/sponsor are eligible to be organizational guarantors.

Identifier issuer—The Identifier issuer issues identifiers for other organizations or people (health professionals and persons).

Guarantor

Roles that are health provider organization type specific include:

Receivable Owner—A Receivable Owner owns the money for services rendered by it or a subordinate organization.

Service Provider—A service provider “performs” and “offers” services. A Service Provider either has its own catalog of services (“service catalog”) that it provides or potentially shares a “service catalog” with other Service Providers.

Encounter Provider—An Encounter Provider is responsible for “hosting Encounters” and checking patients into and out of encounters. An Encounter Provider initiates generation of a user interface used for patient management (and scheduling) activities pertaining to encounters that are hosted by the Encounter Provider.

The following relationships are defined between organizations:

Relationships between Service Providers and Health Professionals

Relationships between Receivable Owner and Business Office

The hierarchy also supports the definition of relationships between Service Providers and Encounter Locations.

An organization may issue identifiers for people, other organizations or objects (e.g. encounters). Application 15 supports user determination of the types of identifiers that an organization may issue, (an HPO may be determined as being able to issue Medical Record Numbers, for example). Thereby a user may also search for organizations that issued particular identifiers. Further, an organization is able to
delegate an identifier issuing function to another organization and application 15 supports user indication of those specific identifier types that an organization is designated to issue. As an example, an Integrated Health Network (IHN) is delegated to issue medical record numbers for the hospitals in its network but each hospital issues its own encounter numbers.

[0146] An organization that is determined to be an employer is eligible to become an organizational guarantor. An organizational guarantor is designated for various reasons, including, for example:

[0147] Drug testing required by an employer—the employer is the guarantor

[0148] A prisoner who is currently incarcerated—the prison is the guarantor

[0149] Situations involving liability, where the patient or family is not to be billed—the insured party responsible for injury expenses may be the guarantor, i.e., the employer in the case of worker compensation

In these situations application 15 enables an organization to be designated as a responsible party for any balance remaining after insurance coverage. Further, an organization may be identified as a guarantor during a patient management function, such as patient registration, for example.

[0150] An organization may play a role of guarantor, employer, and identifier issuer and an organization profile is altered in accordance with predetermined rules in response to user activation or inactivation of particular roles of an organization. There is no restriction for making an organization an employer. There is also no restriction for making an organization an identifier issuer. An organization may be designated as an identifier issuer with associated identifier issuance capabilities. Once activated, an employer and identifier issuer role may not be inactivated except under the limited circumstance of there being no designated identifier issuance capabilities associated with the organization concerned.

[0151] Application 15 supports designation of a particular organization type to perform a particular role. A Healthcare Provider Organization (HPO), for example, may be designated as a service provider by user command upon a certain condition. Specifically, application 15 examines active profile hierarchies that an HPO appears in and verifies that the HPO includes a valid receivable owner constituent organization in each of the active profile hierarchies. If the HPO does not include a valid receivable owner in any of the profile hierarchies, application 15 generates an error message to a user indicating that the HPO may not be made a service provider. An HPO designated as a service provider is included in associated organization search results unless the user indicates the HPO is not to be included in such search results. Once an HPO is designated as a service provider it may not be inactivated as a service provider, however application 15 may designate that the HPO is not to appear on a list of valid service providers. This prevents users from being able to select the HPO as a service provider using the profile.

[0152] Application 15 supports designation of an HPO as an encounter provider and designates an encounter provider as a service provider. Further, application 15 allows entry of a start date and termination date at which an HPO began or stopped admitting patients as an encounter provider, or as a default selection, application 15 assumes an HPO has always acted as an encounter provider. Once an HPO is designated as an encounter provider it may not be inactivated as an encounter provider, however application 15 may designate that the HPO is not to appear on a list of valid encounter providers. This prevents users from being able to select the HPO as an encounter provider using the profile. Further, application 15 supports designation of an HPO to act in a Receivable Owner role and creates a Participating Provider role for the HPO. This role is used by the system internally for self pay Receivable Units or whenever participation in a health plan group, for example, has not been defined.

[0153] In FIG. 5, image 307 (generated in response to a user command via image 305), includes a window supporting addition, deletion or edit of organization contact information (e.g., organization address information) in the current profile. Organization contact data provides information on where or how to contact an organization for a reason termed a useType. The organization contact information is comprised of at least one of the following: address, phone number, e-mail address, or a contact name and is established when an organization profile is created or following its creation. A useType is determined based on business characteristics and reflect the way an organization performs specific business processes. For example, Payer organizations have useTypes such as Main contact, Insurance Claim Submission contact, Claim Inquiry contact, Benefit Inquiry contact, etc.

[0154] A constituent organization contact information includes a template set of contact types prompting contact information to be incorporated as follows. Template Contact useTypes include the following:

[0155] Main ("Main") is used as a general purpose contact for an organization.

[0156] Claim Submission—These contacts are used in the submission and acceptance of claims from an HPO

[0157] Claim Inquiry—These contacts are used to inquire on claims status and denial issues.

[0158] Benefits Inquiry

[0159] Authorization—These contacts are used for scheduling and/or Registration to get authorizations and/or pre-certifications.

[0160] Contract Negotiation/Renegotiations

[0161] Contract Stop Loss Billing

[0162] Contract Stop Loss Follow Up

[0163] Employment—Worker Compensation

[0164] Payments/Remittance—These contacts are used by cashiers, cash control staff or manager to inquire about payments and remittance information.

[0165] Billing/Account Inquiry

[0166] Billing Inquiry—Provider

[0167] Contract Negotiation
Guarantor Billing Information Inquiry—These contacts are used to interrogate an organizational guarantor on bill status and denial issues.

Guarantor Billing Submission—These contacts are used in the submission and acceptance of bills to a guarantor from an HPO.

In addition to use type, a qualifier is used to further narrow the intention of the contact. Examples of qualifiers include indicators identifying, geographical area (such as PA—Eastern), Mental/Substance Abuse, Rebill/Supplemental Claim, Admission, Pre-Cert/Registration, Referral from a primary care physician and Sick-Out-Of-Area.

Health provider organization members are added, edited or removed in a window in image 309 presented in response to user command via image 307. For this purpose, health provider organizations may be selected via generation of a search image (step 313) in response to user command via image 309. Similarly, health provider organization locations are added, edited or removed in a window in image 315 presented in response to user command via image 309. For this purpose, health provider organization locations may be selected for editing via generation of a location selection image (step 317) in response to user command via image 315.

FIG. 7 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting addition of a new organization node to a particular organization structure profile model. In FIG. 7, a user adds a new HPO to an existing profile hierarchy. In order to do this, a user selects manage list item 408 in step 550 (e.g. from within display image 300 of FIG. 5) and selects add option 549 in step 562 from within a resulting prompt action list. Application 15 adds a new node representing the HPO in step 564. The added node is shown in window 567 with an item label ready for name data entry. A user in step 568 enters data and characteristics concerning the added HPO and in step 566 application 15 validates the entered characteristics and determines whether the added HPO is a duplicate of an existing HPO in the profile. Application 15 in step 566 also initiates generation of a message indicating an added HPO is a duplicate or is a possible duplicate or has a duplicate name.

FIG. 8 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting adding an already created organization node to a particular organization structure model. In FIG. 8, a user selects an organization in window 500 to be a parent organization of a (previously created) HPO. For this purpose, a user selects manage list item 408 in step 520 (e.g., from within display image 300 of FIG. 5) and selects add option 528 (for adding an already existing organization) in step 522 from within a resulting prompt action list. In response, application 15 generates search window 524 in step 529 and upon user entry of search parameters and initiating a search via window 524, application 15 displays search results in window 526. Following user selection of an HPO from the displayed HPO list in search result window 526, application 15 in step 530 adds a node representing the selected HPO to the previously selected parent organization in window 500.

FIG. 9 shows a user interface display image navigation sequence supporting moving an organization node within a particular organization structure model. In FIG. 9, a user moves an existing item in a current profile to another point within the same location profile hierarchy (e.g., Wilmsspr/Ambu to Wilmsspr/Hosp—in window 500) by selecting the organization item (Wilmsspr/Ambu) to be moved in window 500. A user selects manage list item 408 in step 510 (e.g. from within display image 300 of FIG. 5) and selects move option 505 in step 512 from within a resulting prompt action list. The user selects another existing item in window 517 (generated in step 514) to be used as a destination item (Wilmsspr/Hosp in window 517). The user further indicates if the item is to be inserted above, below, or at the same level as the destination item (Wilmsspr/Hosp). Application 15 initiates generation of a message indicating an item is to be moved as well as its intended destination and if the user confirms acceptance of the move, it is completed, and the resulting new hierarchy is displayed in step 516. If the user does not confirm acceptance, the hierarchy is left unchanged. A user follows a similar procedure in using manage list item 408 and a resulting prompt action list (step 512) to remove an organization. Application 15 initiates generation of a message indicating that the item and its subordinates are to be permanently removed from the hierarchy and a user confirms or rejects acceptance in the manner described for moving an existing item.

FIG. 10 shows a user interface display image menu supporting a user search for an organization within a particular organization structure model. The search organization function is used to locate organizations that may be of a specific type or play one or more roles within the system. The search function may be used to locate an organization for a Master File maintenance function (e.g., to maintain HPO information) or to find an organization to select and associate with a person. If a desired organization is not found, the data used to do the search is returned for use in adding a new organization, based on the security level of the end user. Prompt elements 605-617 in window 600 support user entry of search criteria and action icons 619, 621 and 625 support initiation of a search, clearing the search form and canceling the search respectively. Search criteria may include, for example, an encounter provider role indicator 605, a service provider role indicator 607, a receivable role indicator 609, organization name (full or partial) 611, status 613, organization type 615 (e.g. Business Office, HPO, Administrative Organization). Other search criteria entered via element 617 may specify another organization role (e.g., employer/sponsor), main contact city, maintain contact phone number, and identifier types the organization issues. Search results may identify one or more organizations meeting the criteria.

FIG. 11 shows a composite user interface display image including a first window supporting a user search for an organization within a particular organization structure model in window 700 and a second window 705 showing corresponding search results. Prompt elements 715-723 in window 700 support user entry of search criteria and action icons 725 and 727 support initiation of a search and clearing the search form respectively. Search criteria include criteria described in connection with FIG. 10. This search form is usable to identify candidate organizations for a desired activity such as for patient movement tracking, reporting functions and maintenance and may also be used to schedule activities. Further, upon user selection of an organization in search window 705, characteristics of the selected organization are displayed in window 710.
The systems, processes and user interface forms presented in FIGS. 1-11 are not exclusive. Other systems, processes and user interface forms may be derived in accordance with the principles of the invention to accomplish the same objectives. The inventive principles may be applied in a variety of environments for identifying and tracking organization related information and to facilitate set-up, maintenance and operation of an organization structure and are not constrained to be used in the healthcare field.

Specifically, the inventive principles are applicable to manage, track and identify organization information wherever organization structure tracking and complexity pose a burden.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for providing a user interface for maintaining organization related information in support of organization operation, comprising the steps of:

   receiving search criteria for use in identifying organization characteristic information;

   employing said search criteria in searching a user modifiable profile comprising information identifying an encompassing organization structure including information identifying a plurality of constituent organizations and associated organization type and user determinable organization role to find an organization of a particular type for performing a particular role for a particular patient; and

   processing search result information in providing organization characteristic information suitable for presentation to a user via a displayed image in response to user command.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein

   said user modifiable profile is modifiable to alter information indicating said encompassing organization structure and

   said search criteria information is received via prompt elements in a displayed image including at least one of:
   (a) a prompt element prompting a user to search an organization for hosting a patient encounter and
   (b) a prompt element prompting a user to search an organization capable of accommodating a patient.

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein

   said search criteria is provided by user entry via prompt elements in at least one displayed image and

   said particular role is selected from a plurality of roles including a clinical role and a financial role performed for said particular patient.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein

   said search criteria comprises at least two of:
   (a) a portion or whole organization legal name,
   (b) a portion or whole organization alias name,
   (c) organization type,
   (d) organization role,
   (e) organization identifier,
   (f) employer information, and
   (g) service provider information.

5. A method according to claim 1, including the step of selecting said constituent organization from said plurality of constituent organizations via a displayed user interface image and wherein,

   said user is provided with information concerning said selected constituent organization.

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein

   said searched profile organization type information identifies an organization type comprising at least one of:
   (a) a health care provider organization,
   (b) a health care payer organization,
   (c) a health care administration organization and
   (d) a business organization.

7. A method according to claim 1, wherein

   said searched profile organization role information identifies an organizational relationship comprising at least one of:
   (a) a relationship between an individual involved in health care delivery and a health care service provider,
   (b) a relationship between a creditor and a business organization and
   (c) a relationship between a health care service provider and an organization including a location for hosting a patient encounter with a healthcare enterprise involving patient and healthcare enterprise interaction.

8. A method according to claim 1, wherein

   said searched profile includes a constituent organization legal name and an alias name.

9. A method according to claim 1, including the step of

   said searched profile includes contact information supporting contacting of a constituent organization.

10. A method according to claim 1, including the step of

   said constituent organization contact information comprises at least one of:
   (a) contact name,
   (b) contact address,
   (c) contact phone number and
   (d) contact email address.

11. A method according to claim 10, wherein

   said constituent organization contact information comprises at least one of:
   (a) contact name,
   (b) contact address,
   (c) contact phone number and
   (d) contact email address.

12. A method according to claim 1, wherein

   said searched profile identifies a hierarchical organization of constituent organizations and an associated date of validity of said profile.

13. A method for providing a user interface facilitating movement of a patient in an organization, comprising the steps of:

   receiving patient identification information;

   in response to user command,

   processing user modifiable organization profile information identifying an encompassing organization structure including information identifying a plurality of constituent organizations and associated organization type and user determinable organization role, in order to determine an organization of a particular type for performing a particular role for a patient having particular medical characteristics; and

   initiating generation of at least one displayed image showing said determined organization and prompting a
user to select a particular available location in said
determined organization for a particular patient.

14. A method according to claim 13, wherein
said user modifiable organization profile information is
modifiable by altering information indicating said
encompassing organization structure and
said patient particular medical characteristics include at
least one of, (a) a medical condition, (b) medical
insurance information, (c) billing information and (d)
patient identifier information.

15. A system for providing a user interface for maintaining
organization related information in support of organization
operation, comprising:
an interface for receiving search criteria for use in iden-
tifying organization characteristic information;
a search processor for,
employing said search criteria in searching a user
modifiable profile comprising information identifying
an encompassing organization structure including
information identifying a plurality of constituent
organizations and associated organization type and
user determinable organization role to find an organi-
zation of a particular type for performing a par-
ticular role for a particular patient; and
processing search result information in providing organi-
zation characteristic information suitable for pre-
sentation to a user via a displayed image in response
to user command.

* * * * *